MCFN Information Requests
Set out below in question form are a number of submissions which MCFN has made throughout the LARP process. It is unclear
whether Alberta considered these submissions and/or how Alberta incorporated them into the Draft Plan. Incorporation of these
submissions is essential for ensuring that the Draft Plan respects and accommodates MCFN’s ability to meaningfully exercise its
constitutionally-protected rights now and into the future in the region.
We would appreciate knowing how Alberta has responded to each of the following submissions and how Alberta has incorporated the
submissions listed below in the Draft Plan. Where Alberta is of the view that the submission is incorporated in the Draft Plan, could
you please also indicate where MCFN can find that material the Draft Plan. Where Alberta has not responded or has declined to
incorporate the submission in the Draft Plan, please explain why. MCFN is happy to meet with Alberta to discuss these issues.

MCFN Submission

How MCFN’s submission
is incorporated or
reflected in the Draft Plan

Location
of
response

Alberta’s reason(s) for
declining to respond to
or incorporate MCFN’s
submission

CONSULTATION ON LARP
How did Alberta consider and integrate the consultation
proposals submitted by MCFN in consulting and
accommodating regarding LARP?
How were land designations in the Draft Plan determined
through consultation with MCFN?
GENERAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
How does the Draft Plan establish and adequately fund
information collection activities to inform land-use planning,
including development of a MCFN Traditional Lands and
Resource Use Management Plan?
How does the Draft Plan require the collection of sufficient
data before setting frameworks, particularly in cases where
there are identified data gaps (e.g., water quality at Firebag,
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variability at Muskeg River, lack of data for unmonitored
elements, temporal resolution, exceedence effects, baseline
data for water quality, data on groundwater quality)? In cases
where data is missing or uncertain, how does the Draft Plan
ensure that land use planning will respect and accommodate
the exercise of MCFN’s section 35 rights?
Serious impacts to MCFN’s rights have already been
experienced by MCFN members as a result of industrial
development, government policies, increased population in the
region, and other sources.
How does the Draft Plan take into account the existing
industrial development and disturbance levels within MCFN’s
traditional territories and the adverse affect it has already had
on MCFN’s ability to exercise its rights and various
environmental indicators?
How does the Draft Plan take into account the impacts of the
grants and tenures throughout MCFN’s traditional territories
on its ability to exercise its rights?
Was a full cumulative effects analysis conducted by Alberta to
assess impacts to MCFN from oil sands mining and
exploration as requested by MCFN? If this was conducted,
how was it incorporated in the Draft Plan?
How does the Draft Plan take into account the cumulative
effects and disturbance level analyses contained in MCFN’s
submissions to Alberta regarding LARP, including, inter alia,
MCFN’s November 11, 2010 LARP submission, MCFN’s
materials submitted from the Joslyn North hearing (such as
expert reports and witness statements), and MCFN’s TEMF
review, among others?
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Please describe how MCFN’s TEK, including evidence of
observed changes, was collected and incorporated in the Draft
Plan?
Please describe how the Draft Plan incorporates the Aboriginal
perspective of what is necessary for the meaningful practice of
the First Nations’ rights.
How did Alberta consider and incorporate MCFN’s evidence
regarding the importance of big game and other species for the
exercise of their rights when Alberta designated land use
areas?
How did Alberta consider and incorporate the evidence of
MCFN land, water, and ice travel routes in the Draft Plan?
MCFN sent Alberta links to the materials MCFN submitted in
connection with the ERCB hearing regarding the Joslyn North
Mine so that Alberta would better understand what
information was necessary to assess impacts of land-use
planning to MCFN’s rights:
How does the Draft Plan incorporate the following:





the need to study MCFN’s cultural and traditional land
use and to model and assess the impacts of planning
assumptions on traditional land use tipping points
the need to identify possible thresholds, and the effects
of crossing those thresholds, on traditional use
the socio-economic and cultural impacts that have
already been imposed on MCFN in the region
the need to develop appropriate land-use mechanisms,
such as timing restraints and access management, in
the region
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How did Alberta consider and incorporate the following
information from MCFN’s Joslyn North submissions
 Evidence of how oil sands developments adversely
affect the exercise of section 35 rights
 Evidence of how the increase in recreational users in
the region adversely affects the exercise of section 35
rights
 Evidence of how oil sands projects have direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts on section 35 rights
 Evidence of how the quantity of land already taken up
for industrial purposes in the region already constitutes
an infringement of MCFN’s rights
 Evidence from MCFN members, including transcripts
and witness statements, regarding current use patterns,
current difficulties in exercising their rights because of
industrial and other disturbances, current difficulties in
maintaining cultural continuity because of industrial
and other disturbances
 Detailed evidence from MCFN members, including
transcripts and witness statements, describing the
environmental and geographic requirements for the
meaningful exercise of their rights
How did the Draft Plan incorporate answers to the questions in
MCFN’s October 2008 submission regarding the LUF?
Please describe how Alberta incorporated the materials
submitted by MCFN in the LARP process in their totality.
 If only certain information or submissions were
considered and incorporated, please specify which
submissions and materials those were.
 If Alberta identified gaps in MCFN’s submissions,
please specify what it identified and how/when Alberta
conveyed this information to MCFN.
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LAND-USE PLANNING APPROACH
How has the need to ensure the meaningful exercise of
MCFN’s section 35 rights now and in the future been
incorporated as a purpose of land planning?
How does the Draft Plan identify and protect the lands and
resources that MCFN requires to sustain itself now and in the
future? How was information regarding the lands and
resources required to sustain MCFN collected?
Treaty 8 must be a foundation of the Vision for LARP. How
does the Vision Statement in the Draft Plan reflect the
constitutional requirement to protect section 35 rights? How
does the Vision Statement promote outcomes and strategies
that adequately protect and accommodate section 35?
How does the LARP planning process in the Draft Plan take
the connectivity of ecosystems in the region into consideration
when designating use areas and establishing frameworks?
How does the Draft Plan avoid a planning process that takes a
site- and use-specific approach, rather than an ecosystem
approach? If the Draft Plan uses a site- and use-specific
approach, please describe how the Draft Plan appropriately
considers the impacts of development on or the function of
tradition land use?
Please describe how First Nations’ land uses for traditional
livelihood and cultural purposes are treated as a “land use”,
just as conservation, recreational, agricultural and oil sands
developments are “land uses” in Draft Plan.
How does the Draft Plan require that when a planning decision
adversely impacts section 35 rights an immediate
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“management response” is triggered, the impact is a “driver”
for required change (e.g. such as establishing offsets), or landuse decisions can be rescinded or amended?
How does the Draft Plan create a land-use planning process
that can require different scales and paces of bitumen
developments in the region, depending on existing and future
impacts to section 35 rights?
How does the Draft Plan employ a planning approach that
requires linear disturbances to be prevented and eliminated?
Similarly, how does the Draft Plan ensure that contiguous
habitats are protected?
How does the Draft Plan use a planning approach that ensures
that there is no net loss of wetland functions?
How does the Draft Plan ensure that conservation areas are
connected by, among other measure, comprehensive river
buffers and protected ecosystems?
How does the Draft Plan require that land-use decision made
in the context of project-specific regulatory review processes
are made in a way that protects and accommodates the
exercise of section 35 rights?
How does the Draft Plan require that Traditional Land and
Resource Use requirements of MCFN are understood before
land-use decisions are made? In particular, how does the Draft
Plan require decision-makers to conduct or review the
following before making land-use decision:
 comprehensive cultural and social impact assessments
for aboriginal peoples;
 a comprehensive cumulative impact assessment of
livelihood rights for aboriginal peoples;
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traditional land, resource-use and management plans;
co-management systems to control the pace and scale
of development;
aboriginal representation on regulatory decisionmaking boards

MEANINGFUL PRACTICE OF RIGHTS
How does the Draft Plan ensure that MCFN has sufficient
lands and resources for the exercise of their rights? In this
regard,




How does the Draft Plan use a definition of
“sufficient” that refers not only to quantity but quality,
but uses the perspective of what is required to fulfill
subsistence requirements and cultural needs of the First
Nation now and into the future?
How does the Draft Plan use a definition of
“sufficient” that encompasses a suite of interconnected
tangible and intangible resources that underlie the
meaningful practice of practice of rights? These
“resources” include, but are not limited to: routes of
access and transportation; water quality and quantity;
healthy populations of game in preferred harvesting
areas; cultural and spiritual relationships with the land;
abundant berry crops in preferred harvesting areas;
traditional medicines in preferred harvesting areas; the
experience of remoteness and solitude on the land;
feelings of safety and security; lands and resources
accessible within constraints of time and cost;
sociocultural institutions for sharing and reciprocity;
spiritual sites; etc.

How did Alberta consider and incorporate the land qualities
used by MCFN members when selecting land for hunting
purposes when designated conservation, recreation and mixed
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use zones? In particular, how did Alberta consider and
incorporate MCFN’s definition of suitable hunting, fishing,
gathering and trapping terrain when designating lands?
What quantitative and qualitative information on current and
historical uses of lands for hunting, fishing, trapping, gathering
plants and medicines, spiritual and cultural uses, and
traditional economic pursuits was incorporated into the Draft
Report to ensure that the LARP would result in planning
decisions that respect and accommodate section 35 rights?
How does the Draft Report incorporate the information that
would have been collected through the TLRUMP process?
How does the Draft Plan provide concrete means for how the
rights and livelihoods of Aboriginal peoples will be ensured
into the future?
In designating the land-use areas in the Draft Plan, how does
the Draft Plan recognize that MCFN’s traditional land use has
changed over time and how does the Draft Plan take into
account that some areas are now used more intensively?
How does the network of protected areas designated in the
Draft Plan take into account the culturally significant and
sensitive areas that are integral to the long term ability of
MCFN to meaningfully practice their traditional pursuits?
How does the Draft Plan accommodate any loss of use of areas
outside of conservation areas in planning area?
How does the Draft Plan ensure that the exercise of MCFN’s
section 35 rights is protected and accommodated in mixed use
areas?
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How does the Draft Plan clarify and revise the regulatory
scheme regarding access management, conservation areas and
mixed use so that the exercise of MCFN’s section 35 rights is
protected and accommodated in the LARP area? In this regard,
how does the Draft Plan establish regulatory backstops to
ensure that section 35 rights can be practiced in the LARP
area?
How does the Draft Plan ensure that MCFN members have
priority access to sufficient quantity and quality of tangible
and intangible resources that underlie the meaningful practice
of rights?
MCFN submitted that a 5km buffer along the Athabasca River
is required as part of protecting the meaningful exercise of
MCFN’s rights. How did Alberta consider and incorporate in
the Draft Plan the need for a 5km buffer along the Athabasca
River?
MCFN submitted that a buffer that takes into account TLU
features, intact forests, ungulate populations, waterways and
other factors within and around the Peace-Athabasca Delta is
required as part of protecting the meaningful exercise of
MCFN’s rights. How did Alberta consider the need for a
buffer which takes in the areas of importance to MCFN within
and around the Peace-Athabasca Delta?
MCFN submitted that industrial impacts on all remaining
intact landscapes must be eliminated or limited as part of
protecting the meaningful exercise of MCFN’s rights. How
did Alberta consider the need to limit or eliminate industrial
impacts on all remaining intact landscapes in the LARP
region?
How does LARP ensure adequate protection for large tracts of
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habitat suitable for moose, bison and woodland caribou that
are vital for the meaningful exercise of section 35 rights?
How did Alberta incorporate MCFN’s submission that a buffer
one kilometre wide on each side of category 1, 2 and 3 streams
throughout MCFN traditional use territory and a buffer one
kilometre wide around all lakes are needed?
How did Alberta incorporate and accommodate the almost
24,000 land and resource use sites and features identified by
MCFN?
Did Alberta conduct its own statistical and distributional
analysis on the MCFN TLU data points? If so, did Alberta
identify different factors than MCFN regarding the factors that
MCFN members take into account in their definition of terrain
favourable for the exercise of their rights and how did Alberta
provide feedback to MCFN and incorporate the factors into the
LARP?
How did Alberta determine that leaving 70% of MCFN’s TLU
sites outside of proposed protected areas was sufficient to
ensure the protection of MCFN’s rights?
How did Alberta determine that leaving 86% of MCFN’s
travel routes outside of proposed protected areas was sufficient
to ensure the protection of MCFN’s rights?
The Draft Plan does not designate the Athabasca River as a
conservation area, despite numerous submissions regarding the
importance of that River, among others, to MCFN’s culture
and to the exercise of its section 35 rights. Specifically, the
Athabasca River is a vital transportation corridor that gives
ACFN and MCFN access to a large part of their traditional
territories and harvesting sites. The Draft Plan does not
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designate any waterways as conservation areas. Please explain
how the Draft Plan adequately protects the exercise of
MCFN’s section 35 rights on the River and how it adequately
protects the exercise of MCFN’s rights that depend on the
quality and quantity of water in the Athabasca.

FRAMEWORKS
How does the Draft Plan include current and future of
aboriginal and treaty rights in the frameworks? Please
describe how rights-based thresholds are incorporated in the
Draft Plan.
How was MCFN meaningfully involved in establishing local
and regional thresholds, triggers and benchmarks for air and
water quality, wildlife/wildlife habitat, fish, plants?
Please describe how the thresholds and frameworks:
1. Established objectives that meaningfully and properly
take Treaty and Aboriginal rights into account;
2. Determined and established culturally appropriate
thresholds for sociocultural and ecological indicators;
3. Identified priority areas and issues for protection and
integration into protected areas networks;
4. Provided a basis for cumulative effects assessment on
treaty and aboriginal rights
Please describe how the frameworks are based on a predisturbance baseline concerning the First Nations’ use of lands
and resources (i.e., 1965). If Alberta only considered “post
disturbance” baseline information, please describe how this
adequately relates to ensuring the practice of section 35 rights.
How does the Draft Plan consider the land disturbance levels
in relation to what is necessary to sustain ecological integrity
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and to sustain section 35 rights?
Please describe how the need for a terrestrial ecosystem
management framework was incorporated in the Draft Plan.
The First Nations’ Phase 2 Framework Committee report,
jointly submitted by the First Nations in July 2010, raises a
number of issues and concerns that should have been included
in the Draft Plan. In particular, how does the Draft Plan:
1. Take the importance of the Athabasca River to the First
Nations into account
2. Consider and set the criteria, thresholds and measures
that support the meaningful exercise of rights along the
river
3. Set frameworks that reflect that the First Nations’
rights in the region have already been affected because
of water issues
4. Consider and implement the Aboriginal Base Flow
(ABF), Aboriginal Extreme Flow (AXF) and
Ecosystem Base Flow thresholds (EBF)
5. Consider and implement precautionary thresholds for
use in adjudicating future water licence applications
6. Require Alberta to work with First Nations to develop
additional thresholds, criteria and measures to assess
potential impacts on Treaty and rights using a
traditional resource use plan model
7. Require additional studies and other steps to address
the scientific and knowledge gaps to determine the
appropriate instream flow needs, including the EBF,
ABF and AXF, before implementing the LARP?
8. Consider delaying the regional plan until these
scientific and knowledge gaps had been identified?
9. Establish an appropriate framework for joint decision
making regarding water management once a Phase 2
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framework is in place?
10. Require a TRLUMP consisting of a comprehensive
regional planning level study of aboriginal knowledge,
use, Treaty and aboriginal rights related to the
Athabasca River and adjoining watersheds
11. Require a regional cumulative effects assessment on
the aboriginal and treaty rights of the first nations
12. Requiring that frameworks include an adaptive
management plan that addresses the actual degree of
scientific uncertainty?
The First Nations’ As Long as the Rivers Flow report, jointly
submitted by the First Nations in July 2010, raises a number of
issues and concerns that need to be included in the Draft Plan.
In particular, how do the frameworks in the Draft Plan:
1. Incorporate the information regarding the First
Nations’ preferred modes of practicing their section 35
rights
2. Incorporate the information on knowledge and use of
the Athabasca River which shows how water quality
and quantity have changed over time
3. Ensure that rights-based thresholds are implemented
4. Ensure that thresholds and triggers are set at levels that
protect what is necessary for the full practice of section
35 rights on the river, in the delta and along adjoining
tributaries
5. Incorporate the ABF, AXF framework information and
rationale
6. Require rights-based cumulative effects thresholds for
the tangible and intangible factors that underlie the
exercise of section 35 rights
7. Include First Nations in water management?
How is traditional ecological knowledge included in the
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frameworks?
How do the frameworks address the declining indicators of
ecosystem integrity in the region that adversely affects the
exercise of section 35 rights?
How does the Draft Plan require decision-makers to work
collaboratively with MCFN to establish, and provide adequate
funding for, an MCFN community based monitoring and
enforcement program? This program would collect data, and
regularly review and report on rights-based performance
indicators. The intent of this monitoring would be early
identification of, and response to, changes that (a) may affect
the use and access of MCFN members within cultural
protection areas and (b) may affect wide ranging species relied
upon for cultural use.
CO-MANAGEMENT & ACCESS MANAGEMENT
How does the Draft Plan adequately protect MCFN’s access
rights?
How does the Draft Plan require the establishment of comanagement boards, or other cooperative land and resource
management arrangements, guided by the principles of shared
decision-making and joint stewardship for lands and resources
of critical importance to the continued practice of rights?
How does the Draft Plan include MCFN in shared watershed
planning and cumulative effects management?
How does the Draft Plan require the meaningful involvement of
aboriginal peoples in scoping, terms of reference and throughout
the process to assess infrastructure, social and economic
implications of major projects?
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